Paper Dice Templates

12 Colors!
The black and white templates can be printed on colored card stock for a limitless variety of colors!

To make your dice more durable, I recommend giving it a light spray of clear finish (matte). Do this OUTDOORS. Laser printers sometimes have trouble getting the ink to stick to card stock and the spray helps it stay put.

After you cut out the template, crease the folds with the handle of your scissors or other smooth object so they are nice and crisp. Then glue the dice together. There are numbers on the tabs to help you glue it in the right order.
Here's a great way to use your dice! Expressive Monkey has super fun drawing pages that use dice!

Student get clear instructions and lots of choices for making unique drawings that they will beg to draw over and over!

**Roll & Draw**
1) ROLL
2) DRAW

**Choice Drawing**
1) READ
2) CHOOSE
3) DRAW

**Directed with Choice**

More complicated drawing may need a step-by-step page to help students get started (such as the turkey).

Students can still use the roll & draw or choice pages to make different choices for the turkey parts.

Visit [www.ExpressiveMonkey.com](http://www.ExpressiveMonkey.com) to see more.
You can also find me on Teachers Pay Teachers.
Instructions

Print and cut out the dice on the solid black lines.

Fold on all the dotted lines.

Use the handle of your scissors or other smooth object to crease the folds extra flat.

Add glue to tabs 1 & 2 and glue them in place. Let dry.

Add glue to tabs 3 & 4 and glue them in place. Let dry.

Add glue to tabs 5, 6 & 7. Let dry.
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Lesson and artwork by Stacey Peters.
You can also find lessons and drawing resources on
Expressive Monkey’s Website
Expressive Monkey’s TpT Store

Fonts:
KG Fonts
Brittney Murphy Fonts

Sharing is awesome! However...
Support the creation of more great lessons like this by sharing the web link, not the actual document with your friends.

Permission is granted for one person’s use in a classroom or home setting. Distributing this work by any means is prohibited. (Even for free resources.)

Helpful Expressive Monkey Links:
Art Education Resources - TpT
Art Lessons - Website
Drawing Resources - TpT
Drawing Resources - Website

Be Social!